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TGH SUMMARY 

Decentr is a DeFi tech start up skilled in Mobile Applications, Enterprise Web development, 

Blockchain, Fintech and Cryptocurrency development. The project wants to usher in a 

revolutionary socio-economic paradigm model that modulates the excesses of the 

mainstream economy and the fractional reserve banking system that supports it by ensuring 

exchange rates between all currencies, fiat, digital and data, are controlled at the level of 

every user.  Decentr achieves this by creating hyper secure network effects, as part of thier 

100% decentralised “decosystem”. Which decentralises data storage and data flow. This is 

critical in order to maximise the benefits of data generation, exchange and reuse, giving 

data measurable and an exchangeable economic value (non-secure data has limited to zero 

socioeconomic value) as part of the native DeFi features whilst structuring and refining data 

by default of the valuation process. 

 

Fundamentally Decentr redefines the relationship between data and economics through an 

innovation that prioritizes local control of valuable keystrokes of data often generated 

unconsciously. To achieve this, the goal is to first decentralize data control away from 

corporations and governments for permanence and direct control at an individual level. For 

complete decentralization, the Decentr platform will serve as open-source software 

that can be used for storage and sharing solutions but most critically, acts as a user 

layer for blockchain. As a user layer, Decentr will be user-centric, scalable, secure, and safe 

meaning the platform will automatically create a 100 percent decentralized web 3.0/4.0 

solution compliant with EU’s General Data Protection Regulations (GDPR) rules. 



What we at TGH find truly interesting about Decentr is their advancement into finance via 

decentralized Fintech & dFintech which incorporates a dEx platform. Registered assets and 

currencies can be traded and modulated by a user’s PDV, dPay, dLoan that its digital 

economy requires and underpinned by the system’s Deconomics.  

 Decentr collects and secures user data on our 100% immutable Platform + Web 

Browser/Browser Extension. 

 Secured user data on Decentr has the same “value store” properties as “money” as data 

is bought and sold by participants on the platform. 

 As a result, users can “monetize” their internet activity as they routinely surf the Web. 

 Users earn or lose PDV (Personal Data Value) based on positive or negative interactions 

with the platform which in turn increases or decreases the value of their data. 

 A positive PDV score increases the spendable/exchangeable value of users’ DEC 

tokens/data, a negative. PDV decreases in the same way the value of their DEC 

tokens/data 

 Merchants on the Decentr can accept DEC tokens as payment using dPay. 

 Users on Decentr can loan or borrow DEC using their dWallet, with a variable APR based 

on the platform’s ADV, combined with the users PDV. A user with a higher PDV value will 

get a better return on loaned money or a lesser interest rate on borrowed money, due 

to their positive PDV value pushing their APR past the platform’s ADV/APR. 

 Fiat, Tokens and Data can be bought or sold on Decentr’s internal dEx in combination 

with the users DecID and dWallet. 

 

 



Token Utility and economy 

Deconomics gives the native Decentr token (DEC) unparalleled utility. DEC is the fuel of the 

Decentr Deconomy. DEC captures the value of user data, and activity of all users on the 

platform performing payment (dPay), lending or borrowing (dLend). 

The DEC token is used on the Decentr platform for (and for now) - 

 A tradeable unit of value that is both internal and external to the Decentr platform 

 A unit of conversation between fiat entering and exiting the Decentr ecosystem 

 A way to capture the value of user data and combines the activity of every participant of 

the platform performing payment (dPay), or lending and borrowing (dLend), i.e A way to 

peg PDV to tangible/actionable value 

 A method of payment in the Decentr ecosystem 

 A method to internally underwrite the “deconomy”  

Decentr has a recent legal opinion that the DEC token is a utility token and is not a security 

token. 



Team 

 

Decentr has a  vast, highly experienced team, take there Lead Marketing Strategist for 

example, he has worked for some of the best agencies in the world, including DDB Needham 

and the WPP network, on campaigns for Coca Cola, McDonalds and GM. There Capital 

partners have completed more than 20 successful raises with over USD $100MM raised.  

With a experienced team, correct connections and backing, combined with the recent surge 

and demand for transparent DeFi projects, we feel like Decentra will fill not only fill that gap, 

but also stand out amongst the crowd and be a success.  



Resources 

 

Total Supply – 1.000.000 

Circulating Supply - 61,500,000 

Website - https://decentr.net/ 

Whitepaper - https://decentr.net/files/Decentr_Whitepaper_V1.4.pdf 

Medium - https://medium.com/@DecentrNet 

Technical Proposal - https://decentr.net/files/Decentr_Technical_Proposal_Smart_Chip_Node.pdf 

Twitter - https://twitter.com/DecentrNet 

Telegram - https://t.me/DecentrNet 

Telegram ANN - https://t.me/DecentrAnnouncements 

 

Catalysts 
 

 Experienced, well connected team supported by active highly engaged community 

 Supported by Holochain and multiple large backers  

 vesting and lock-up periods for purchased tokens 

 Team has plans to announce multiple partners, news and AMA’s 

 The Bank of England is currenty considering a proposal submitted for a UK CBDC 

 Integrate Fintech/DeFi/Data-as-value functions 

 Implement the Decentr consensus mechanism 

 Release of MVP/Medium pilot programme  

 Revolutionary DeFi project that allows users to benefit economically from the 

mainstream economy by leveraging their PDV to pay less online while also being able 

to benefit from our native crypto loaning/borrowing features. 

 dPay Decentr payments feature, which can be used to purchase goods and services 

online, repay loans, as well as being used to transfer money in a similar way as a 

regular online bank account. 

 

 

           $DEC Achieves a TGH Grade 5 (Exceptional)  
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